The 2015 Pearl iZUMi Bundy Run

The After Taste
This new event for Bundanoon tasted good. In years to come you can say

“I was there at the first one!”

Bundanoon is quiet, lyre birds run up the trails mimicking panting
and heavy breathing, weary legs have recovered and the Dark
Side have packed up, put away and gone back to their day jobs.
Bundanoon turned on some great Highlands weather for this,
the inaugural Pearl iZUMi Bundy Run. In the weeks leading
up to the event, while many other areas in the state saw
unseasonal deluges, Bundanoon had some drizzle, some mist,
and maybe even a bit of rain. We reckon it was about perfect to
ensure the creeks were flowing and looking their best. We did
not want a wet first running for the Pearl iZUMi Bundy Run and
while it wasn’t dry, we don’t think anyone’s parade got rained
on either.
Thanks to all the runners who made Bundanoon such a fun and
friendly place to be on Saturday afternoon. With the traditional
influx of mountain bikes and riders, the addition of some runners
made for an awesome mix. With this being the first running of
the event, everyone was a little unsure of the going, the strategy
and what the race times would be. But everyone had a smile on
their face...even after the gun sounded on the start line and Huw,
on the mic, yelled “LEECHES...I forgot to mention the leeches!!”
As the runners headed off onto the trails, many wondering what
they had got themselves into, the Dark Side, our wonderful crew
of organisers and volunteers crossed their fingers and hoped
experience and months of planning would deliver runners a
fantastic experience. The reward was in the smiles, whoops of
delight and general elation of the first finishers as they crossed
the line. It looked like we had done it...a successful event keen
to be stamped on the trail running calendar.
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The Concept

Bundanoon Public School P&C was working feverishly preparing
meals for all comers, as well as the complimentary post race meal
for our runners.

For us this race was all about showcasing our little town of
Bundanoon. The Southern Highlands has tended to be a bit less
known than the Blue Mountains and we in Bundanoon reckon we
have something special to offer visitors. What better way to show
off than create an event that brings runners to town and shows off
the sights. We can tell you it is even more spectacular in the late
afternoon sun.
With one of our major events , the CamelBak Highland Fling, being
on the following day, we were keen for all to enjoy Bundanoon’s
festival feel.. Riders and runners are two sides of the one coin
with many a couple making deals to mind the kids on alternate
days while the other competed. We were also delighted to have
a number of competitors deciding to do the duo: run on Saturday,
ride on Sunday. Legends All!

The Course

At 3.50pm all runners crowded to the start line for the race briefing
and also to have our State Member Pru Goward welcome them
to Bundanoon and wish them luck in their race. In true Wild
Horizons tradition the race started precisely on time at 4pm. In
nearly 20 years we have never started a race a minute later than
advertised.
With a sharp left hander immediately after the start followed by
the steep descent of Constitution Hill runners were spreading out
fast as some let the legs go, striding out quickly, while others took
it easy and decided to play it safe.

The Teaser

After spending weeks pouring over maps and heading out on
recce walks and runs we were pretty excited with the final course.
With one lap coming in at a quarter marathon and two laps at a
half. Some runners reported their run was a little longer than
advertised……depends on your device we guess. There was a
time back in the day when Wild Horizons’ events were measured
to the closest 5km and nobody knew or cared. These days with
wrists and handlebars sporting every manner of GPS device we’re
wondering whether we should nominate distances and attribute
them to different brand names: “If you use a XXX device, you will
be running/riding YY kms…but not if you use a ZZZ device”
As the sun (which, for those who only arrived after lunch, was
there early in the day….we promise) crossed the sky, more and
more people arrived to register and wander the stalls and shops.
Some runners, we are sure, wondered what all the bikes were
doing at a running event, blissfully unaware of the thousand
strong field that would take to a completely different set of trails
the following day. The rego team was all smiles, and extra well
behaved given their setup in the Old Methodist Church. With
plates being collected in an orderly fashion and entrants beating
a path to both the Shimano Big Rig where they collected their free
socks from Pearl iZUMi and to Lloydie at the GU Energy trailer to
collect their free gels, town was packed and jiving to the beat of
busking drummers.
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Nearly 200 runners had arrived to see what the Bundy Run had
to offer and as race time approached, Bundanoon Public School
filled with runners preparing for the start and a few bikes getting
ready for the Bundanoon Dash that would start 15 minutes later.

With The Teaser being 6km the start/finish area was never going
to be quiet for long, but those out on course would not have been
aware that immediately following their start, the Bundanoon
Dash bike race got under way and racing was hectic and fierce
in the 6km loop of the National Park with winners powering up
Constitution Hill in just over 10 minutes. They weren’t back long
however, before the same occurred in the Teaser race. First
across the line was women’s Veteran runner Sian Hurley home
in a great time of 35:49.3. But more incredible was second place
and the first male home. Not quite sure what we were seeing
appearing out of the mist up Constitution Hill, spectators had to
rub the eyes a few times and check entrant lists to verify that 10
year old Ainsley Telfer was in fact storming home on the heels
of 1st place in a time of 36:23.3. Third place overall and second
female was Ethiopian Junior female Pressie Getachew in a time
of 39:21.6. Third female home was Masters Antonia Leigh in a
time of 41:13.7. In the male category second place was Veteran
Joseph Hotchin (44:54.3) and third was Masters Michael Park in
47:58.1.
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The Quarter Marathon

With the podiums determined, the race wasn’t yet over. Many
runners were still streaming across the finish line. Some elated,
some destroyed, but all impressed by the course and the views.

The Quarter Marathon saw riders take on a more technical course
than the Teaser runners. Following a clean run through, Open
runner Antoine Burbaud came in first in a time of 57:26.0. With
an average speed of approximately 12km per hour Antoine was
giving a master class in trail running. Hot on his heels was Pearl
iZUMi’s own Veteran Charlie Nowacki from Colorado, with a time
of 57:33.5. A couple of minutes behind was third placed Veteran
Chris Boyan in a time of 59:36.1.

For some, the Pearl iZUMi Bundy Run was their first trail running
race. It was great to see and hear so many positive people on
the finish line. And as always the inspiring stories…from couch
potato to race competitor; septuagenarian racers giving it their all,
family teams working together - we love them all!

In the women’s field it was a strong performance by Open runner
Jennifer Cabasson coming in 5th overall and 1st female in a
time of 1:04:14.5. Coming through with only a minute and a half
covering the podium, second and third went to Veteran Grace
Crane (1:05:25.9) and Masters Britt Wella (1:05:54.4)
“Thanks very much Wild Horizons for organising such a
great event! The first Bundy Run was a success. I just
loved it. Will definitely come back next year!”
First place female – Jennifer Cabasson

“There was a conga line of runners going through
Amphitheatre taking selfies! Fantastic!
Just amazing. I couldn’t believe the feed station.
Better than the Sydney Marathon.”
We like to spread our prizes to as many as possible and
accordingly we had over 50 prize recipients at the event. Not
all were available to collect their prize at the presentation. If
following your review of the results you think you may have been
a category podium winner, please contact the office to see what
prize we may have allocated.
For full results in the 2015 Inaugural Pearl iZUMi Bundy
Run check the results section of the Bundy Run pages on
www.wildhorizons.com.au

The Half Marathon
Mixed into the Quarter Marathon runners were those who felt
like enjoying it one more time and going around again; the Half
Marathon runners. Amazingly coming across the line before any
of the Quarter Marathoners finished and completing his second
lap only one minute slower than his first was winner Masters Male
Raymond Wareham in a time of 1:52:18.8. Claiming he wasn’t a
trail runner and wasn’t very good on hills, Raymond remarked that
he thought the course was amazing and he was thinking about
getting into trail running a bit more as he enjoyed it so much!
Taking out second and third were Veteran Scott Martin (1:56:39.8)
and Veteran Ben Lyons (2:03:13.7). Having run in a bunch with
some of the Quarter Marathon runners for much of the first lap the
leaders were happy to get a feel for what they were up against
in the second lap. Once on familiar terrain again Raymond
lengthened his stride and managed to keep ahead of the others
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Our Thanks

The Memories

With this being the first event, the coordination and planning was
considerable. Working out logistics, ‘what if’ scenarios, finding
local groups and businesses to provide services for the event was
all made easier by the great individuals who were on the Dark
Side.

While you were out racing you may have
seen the crew from Marathon Photos
taking your picture. Pictures can be
purchased from their website at www.marathon-photos.com

Our primary sponsor for the Bundy Run was Pearl iZUMi. Long
time supporter of Wild Horizons events, Shimano (distributor of
Pearl iZUMi products in Australia) were keen to be involved and it
was great to have the team on hand to give every competitor a pair
of Pearl iZUMi socks and also fit many pairs of shoes on runners
as well. Also on hand was Lloydie. Another long supporter of
Wild Horizons events, Lloydie was there on the GU Energy trailer
to give all competitors a sample gel or two and answer all queries
about race energy and nutrition. (Who is this guy you ask? Just
Google Andrew Lloyd OAM, Runner 1988 ). Our huge thanks to
our sponsors for being part of the event.

Bundy Run Merchandise
There are a very small number of this year’s
Bundy Run T shirts left. If you’d like one
email info@wildhorizons.com.au or call
02 4883 6509 to see if we have something
in your size left.

Also on site were many stall holders and sponsors of the
CamelBak Highland Fling that enjoyed having a chat to runners.
Nicole Grimm Hewitt from Rockpool Graphics had a display
of her incredible artwork and a number of pieces were sold.
Hashtag Granola, up from the Gong, were doing a roaring trade
in their organic and delicious products and major Fling sponsors
CamelBak, Maxxis and Specialized were catering for all comers.
Also in the hall were Bundanoon Public School P&C cooking up a
storm. In past years their meals have been a purchase option for
riders before the big race on Sunday. This year we arranged for
them to feed every runner in the race. We hope all who took this
option enjoyed their meal .
Keeping things on time behind the scenes were Steve Martin from
Precision Sports Timing recording the efforts of all and Bundanoon
RFS marshalling the course and directing traffic.
Thanks to all for putting heart into your work and doing a
magnificent job on a slightly dreary Bundanoon afternoon.
In the lead up to the event National Parks and Wildlife assisted
with chain sawing some of the fallen trees out of the way and on
the day our thanks to our local State Member of Parliament Pru
Goward for saying a few words on the start line.
No thanks can be dished out without including the Dark Side.
These great people work hard leading up to and through the event
to make everything happen. Not only is there always a smile on
their faces but as many of them have been involved for many
years, they bring a professionalism and expertise to the event that
is unmatched. On this event particularly, being a first, their wisdom
and expertise was what made it a success. In particular we’d like
to thank Mark Raddatz, keen runner and 18 year member of our
team. He took to the role of Course Director of the Pearl iZUMi
Bundy Run with typical thoroughness .
And, lastly our thanks goes to you, our inaugural Bundy Runners.
We aimed to put on a good show for you, but were immensely
grateful to see the smiles, the thanks, the politeness and the
positive energy before, during and after the race. We’re thrilled
to be a part of it.
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Finally
We will be back in 2016 to do it again – we
think with the success of this year we will be
bigger and better. We hope to see you there on
12 November!
If you enjoyed the Pearl iZUMi Bundy Run,
you can tell us about it on our Facebook page
/www.facebook.com/wildhorizons and like us to keep
up with what’s going on with our events and other
activities.
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